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"The finest writer of paperback originals in America." - Stephen King

"Surely one of the most terrifying novels ever written." - Poppy Z. Brite

"Beyond any trace of doubt, one of the best writers of horror in this or any other country." - Peter Straub

"Readers of weak constitution should beware!" - Publishers Weekly

"McDowell has a flair for the gruesome." - Washington Post

After a bizarre and disturbing incident at the funeral of matriarch Marian Savage, the McCray and Savage
families look forward to a restful and relaxing summer at Beldame, on Alabama's Gulf Coast, where three
Victorian houses loom over the shimmering beach. Two of the houses are habitable, while the third is slowly
and mysteriously being buried beneath an enormous dune of blindingly white sand. But though long
uninhabited, the third house is not empty. Inside, something deadly lies in wait. Something that has terrified
Dauphin Savage and Luker McCray since they were boys and which still haunts their nightmares. Something
horrific that may be responsible for several terrible and unexplained deaths years earlier - and is now ready
to kill again . . .

A haunted house story unlike any other, Michael McDowell's The Elementals (1981) was one of the finest
novels to come out of the horror publishing explosion of the 1970s and '80s. Though best known for his
screenplays for Tim Burton's Beetlejuice and The Nightmare Before Christmas, McDowell is now being
rediscovered as one of the best modern horror writers and a master of Southern Gothic literature. This edition
of McDowell's masterpiece of terror features a new introduction by award-winning horror author Michael
Rowe. McDowell's first novel, the grisly and darkly comic The Amulet (1979), is also available from
Valancourt Books.
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From reader reviews:

James Shaw:

The e-book with title The Elementals contains a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a
lot of profit after read this book. This particular book exist new information the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to know how the
improvement of the world. This specific book will bring you with new era of the syndication. You can read
the e-book on your own smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

David Shetler:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book mainly book
entitled The Elementals your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that
maybe mysterious for but surely can become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
publication then become one contact form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get just
before. The The Elementals giving you yet another experience more than blown away your thoughts but also
giving you useful info for your better life on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern at this
point is your body and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a. Do
you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Esther Watson:

Can you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Make an
effort to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its deal with may
doesn't work is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not as fantastic as in the outside
appear likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Elementals why because the excellent cover that make you
consider about the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the
outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Barbara Hall:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got college students? We believe that that
concern was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby.
And you also know that little person similar to reading or as reading become their hobby. You have to know
that reading is very important along with book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to add you
knowledge, except your current teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update concerning something by
book. A substantial number of sorts of books that can you take to be your object. One of them is The
Elementals.
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